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During the weekend, the
squeaky sound of sneakers usually heard on the basketball court
of the Spartan Complex was replaced by the clanking sound of
wheelchairs colliding.
The City of San Jose hosted the 22nd annual National
Junior Wheelchair Basketball
Association Championships at
San Jose State University. The
event drew hundreds of spectators from all over the nation.
"Overall. I think the tournament was a success," said
Nachelle Steffenson. a senior
majoring in kinesiology and the
president of the Adapted Physical
Activities Club at SJSU.
Sixteen teams from all across
the nation participated in the
tournament. The Long Island
Lightning and the Milwaukee
Wheelin’ Wizards competed in
the championship game Sunday.
The Long Island Lightning came
out on top with a victory.
"We thought we could win it."
said Steve Serio, a forward on the
Lightning. "The last two minutes
were really long though."
Serio. a high school senior
from Long Island, was instrumental in the victory by sinking
two crucial free throws with less
than two minutes left, making
the score 48-37. He tinished the
game with 18 points.
With less than 45 seconds left
in the game. Seri, had possession
of the hall and allowed Wi/ard
player Ian Ross to grab the ball.
The referees called a jump ball.
In this league, along with man)
high school leagues, a jump ball
doesn’t result in a tip off. Instead,
the referees alternate w hich team
see BASKETBALL, page 4
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By Ashley Johnson
Daily Staff Writer

ABOVE: Kenny Lanz,
right, hugs Joey
Gugliotta after their
team won the National
Junior Wheelchair
Basketball Association
Championships.
RIGHT: Chris Okon,
left, guard for the
Milwaukee Wheelin’
Wizards, and Steve
Serio, forward for the
Long Island Lightning,
race for control of the
ball.
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Students produce Urbanology fashion show
By Peter Clark
Daily Staff Writer

Women’s Basketball
Squad eliminated
from WA(’ t. iii

i’hotos hy.lcrinijet Senitri

Students can make a differeme inc ampus hy casting their
votes in the Associated Students ele, non, at San Jose State
hicersity on March 22 mul 21
A S %1. ill .0 upm
to polling places on campus tor students
to cote.
"A.S. is the official stmt.:tit come i siteampus and this is
an oppoounny to elect people to he that student %ince.- said
Creg Woleu ilt. ath iser iii A.S ;mil to the election hoard.
Polling stations oill he open from .1111 tit X p.m. and are
located in front of Yoshihro Uchida I tall. the Event Center,
the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library and the Student
Union.
There will he tour es ents for students to learn more about
the candidates.
The Candidate Forum is today at noon at the Student
Union Amphitheater. Candidates will have the opportunity to
talk about themselves and w hy they ’re running. rolloyved by
questions from the audience
"The forum is a great oay for students to cinne out and
personally get to hear from each candidate.- Wok tin said.
The forum is especially unpin-taw he, ause this is the first
election w here most of the position...lie /Ille,11:11. Ile said.
Candidates o ill participate in a deka,. I uestla at noon in
the t munhum it tom of the Student l’inon
Christina Sabo:. tin assistant profess ii in Li immunicabons
studies, will he the moderator
Students ssull haw the opportunity to submit questions to
the moderator. The debate is designed to help students silting
in the elections determine differences between L-andidates.
Wolcott said.
The
next
major
event
Candidates for President:
before the elecAlberto Gutierrez Stand Up
tions is "Meet
Mike Nguyen
Spartan Party
the Candidates.’
Andrew Weiglein
Nonpartisan
Wednesday
in
the Art Quad
Candidate for Vice President:
where students
Sarah Stillman - Spartan Party
can speak uith
the candidates
-Meet
the
ss ci. to gel to know the candulates in a MOM
’andidatesatmosphere. Wokoit said
Results for the elevtions %% ill he posted 1,, v. larch 24.

Humidity enveloped the diverse crowd of
strutting models, gyrating break dancers and
schmoming hipsters Friday night at the fashion. art, music and dance party Urbanology,
held in the Crown Pla/a Ilotel in Milpitas.
Vendors hawking clothes, art and jewelry
set up booths along the walls of the lush second door as members of the par1y. floated in
and out of the five themed moms decorated
with art and soundtracked by the music of
p. 6
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Turtle Bowl
I kltii leta hosts I 1111 annual
tot ahall Ii itiriley

1111 III, p.11111C1. lilallt1011 ilo \ inn;.
olio is head oh pitimotions and a sernor miiii1.1,iiiintliillatiOn%
SJSU
"A year ago, oe slated nit and about 300
people showed up. hut II %\ :1,11’1 the exact
Sri iw d ss i. %% anted.- Cony inn i said. -they
"
were mainly If, hi I 4 -seal
But by plat. mg less t.’immieroal hip-hop
and walls pushing stance musk, the crowds
mil olds he, ante older. they became larger
said
1(10.1
I he avelage age 1111%% is 21 to 25 and
tonight he se sold its Sr !POO n risthand.."
iuius anni said as 1.riday night’s ecni w Is

"uhlIng rh us n
When the doors opened at g p.m., the
crowd steadily streamed in, es entually tilling every nook of the hotel lobby and later.
the entire second floor
People groused to break -dancing heats on
the two dance floors w bile others eyeballed
art, c lothes and each other on the sidelines as
the fashion shoo got under way
At to p tn . the lights and music were
turned up on the ...a sv ilk and sewn break
dancers energy:1u .illy emerged from hack.
see SHOW, page 4

Aztec community
celebrates new year
By Sergey Loginov
Daily Staff Writer

Classifieds p.

Appearing online ...

the lahan lilest s
"We didn’t like how the club scene YY.is
going.- said Ryan limrd. s’ sent planner and
a semoi manning iii mm Acting at San Jose
Mete was lust a lot 01
State this ersil
w Ii is h is cool
drinking and cirish ii i. ills
sometimes. But we is Mired to do something
that touched us a !Mk’ 1111,1e
By combining a snows ase for local artists
and designers w ith a two hour fashion show
and a five -on -five bleak dancing competiLinvipared
tion. no other es Olt
’rhanolcnity, Baird said
Baird has him 115 ii t%%11 it her Urbanology

Smoke of smoldering tree sap tilled the
chilly air in front of the Gardner Community
Center on West Virginia Street on Saturday. as
a group of approximately MO people stood in
three circles with their hands raised to the sky.
Together with the neighborhood roosters doing their routine crowing, the crowd celebrated the beginning of a new Aztec year with the
salutations to the rising sun.
According to the Aztec calendar. the New
Year is celebrated in spring on March 12.
"The Aztec calendar is more specific for
this hemisphere," said William Underhaggage,
founder of Indigenous Nations Network and
1.aki
Mexica Cultural Exchange Program,

"Our (lath !Re, ale 111, I aled
the
1,11I is I ui as the mdig
Iregl/11:111
enous nines are iris clued, we live %%1111111 Ihe
times that are mandated by the equinoxes, the
solsuces and the tunes that are made tia grow
mg crops." Underhaeeage said
People from s Jr ’ohs tiihes
United States and Mem 0. such As ( Hilisth’.
Zuni. Apache. Chenikee. lexica and I akoli
gathered at the Gardner ( ’ommumly ’ewe’
Beats id the tribal trums. songs in Halls,:
issued cc ith painted col
languages, las
oraled h ith lime
ors, ’,lasso e head gears
pheasant feathers. and showy ritual nabs(’
dresses made c%er\inle si. ho happened to pass
by the community scum stop
The central and most picturesque part
the name Leremons
of the ,elehratton
see AZTEC,

pate 4

\c,i/ Waters ,, Ofidu Stuff
Members of the Ohlone tribe from Los Angeles hold hands in a circle MOM others offer
prayers and thoughts for the new year Saturday during a dawn celebration of Aztec
New Year. Ocelocoatl Ramirez, right of motor, is an An temachtlani, or teacher, who
traveled from Mexico to load the dawn prayer service.
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HOW SWEDE IT IS

Lack of leadership leaves university adrift
more than five months after Harris left the position shelled out more than S20.000 in nonresident tuition
in September 2004. The College of Applied Sciences and student fees. I certainly wouldn’t want any stigma
and Arts still hasn’t been able to hire a new dean five attached to an SJSU degree.
months after Ego handed in his resigYet, the problem of having a high number of interim staff members might not be
nation. And interim Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs Carmen
easily resolved, as years of consecutive
Sigler is continuing to serve double
budget cuts have lowered SJSU’s potential
to offer comparable salaries and benefits to
duty as the university struggles to find
the right person to replace Goodman.
new employees. Instead, more and more
Although one might argue that hiring
professionals are willing to relocate out of
the state to enjoy the perks that SJSU is unnew faculty members and administrators
able to provide.
for key positions require some time, it
is also important to assess the potential
Additionally, it becomes difficult for
damage of having the university run by
prospective employees to commit to SJSU
ANNA MOLIN
knowing that the person who hired them
an interim staff. For how long can SJSU
uphold its reputation and the quality of
won’t be around and that their incoming
Its programs without the proper leadership? And when boss might have an entirely different plan for the diwill the lack of leadership begin to affect the way em- rection of the university.
ployers view SJSU graduates? As someone who has
Putting the hiring process on hold, however. hurts

San Jose State University has been without permanent leadership for quite some time now, and interim
administrators are making decisions that will permanently affect the university and anybody associated
with it. Some of those decisions include whom to hire
and tire and how to distribute the school budget.
Several faculty members and top administrators
have left the university in the last year
Provost
Marshall Goodman, Athletic Director Chuck Bell.
football head coach Fitz Hill. Dean of the College of
Applied Sciences and Arts Michael Ego and Student
Health Center Director Steven Harris. Although interim President Don Kassing quickly appointed a committee headed by Bill Walsh to carry out the search for
a new athletic director now Tom Bowen, who then
picked Dick Tomey as Hill’s replacement Kassing
hasn’t been as adamant about finding permanent replacements for the other positions.
The health center is still looking for a new director

WORLD OF THE NO

the current student body and recent graduates. whose
degrees might be worth less in the eyes of potential
employers.
It is imperative for today’s SJSU students that the
current administration actively seeks out new permanent faculty members. Under Kassing’s watch, several key players have resigned whether voluntarily
or not and as a result, the university is running like
a rudderless ship with a few temporary captains waiting to jump overboard. This is not the message SJSU
should impart to students who have committed to this
university and who depend on SJSU to remain a valuable entity in the eyes of the community.

Anna Molin is the Spartan Daily managing editor.
"How Swede It Is" appears every Monday.

EDITORIAL

BRIAN PEREZ

Student government needs greater
participation than before

s

Think of the children belbre the implint.

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bente] Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandailyareasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from ID a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
For more information, call the gallery office at
924-4330.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

2:30 p.m. in room 329 of the Art building. For
more information. call Rose Smith at
(431)469-0332.
Counseling Services
A social skills group meeting will take place from
3 p.m. to 4:20 p.m. Both events will he in
Counseling Services of the Student Services
Center. For more information. call 924-5910.
Phi Alpha Theta
A meeting will take place at 3 p.m. in room 135 of
Dudley Moorhead Hall.

Counseling Services
An emotion management group meeting will take
place from I p.m. to 2:20 p.m. in Counseling
Services of the Student Services Center. For more
information, call 924-5910.

Associated Students. Campus Recreation
An intramural three-on-three volleyball meeting
will take place at 3:15 p.m. An intramural softball
meeting will take place at 4 p.m. Both events
will take place in room 203 of the A.S. House.
Representatives from each team must attend this
meeting to play. For sign-up information, log on
to as.sjsu.edu/ascr. For more information. call Rita
Chandler at 924-6266.

TUESDAY
Center for Service Learning
An award meeting will take place from
11:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in room 207 of the
Instructional Resources Center. There will be an
information session for faculty and students.

SJSpirit
"God’s Goggles Seeing the World as God Sees
It" will take place at 5:30 p.m. in the Montalvo
room of the Student Union. For more information,
call Chaplain Roger at 605-1657.

School of Musk
"The Listening Hour" concert series will take
place from 12:30 p.m. to 1:20 p.m. in the Music
building Concert Hall. The concert will feature
chamber music. For more information, call the
music office at 924-4673.

Last spring, less than 1.000 students out of the
30,000 who attended San Jose State University voted
in the Associated Students elections.
Among those voters, current A.S. President
Rachel Greathouse defeated two other candidates,
one of which by a total of 29 votes, to secure the office.
Do the math.
A little bit more than 3 percent of the student
population decided the outcome of arguably one of
the most important student government positions on
campus.
It’s unfortunate that so few students agreed upon
such a powerful decision.
To put it into perspective, it’s important to consider what the A.S. does.
The student government is in charge of an annual
budget that tops $5 million. Flow it’s spent is up to
its members.
There’s nothing, aside from common sense, that
prevents A.S. from deciding to spend a large portion
of that money on having all the bowling pins in the
Student Union bowling alley encrusted with rubies.
It has to be a terrifying thought to know that such

Letter: Records need to be open to the public
Dear editor,
This week, March 13 to 20. is
"Sunshine Week." and is so titled
to commemorate all the efforts
made during the past 35 years by
the press and citizen activists to
advocate for open meeting laws in
all sectors of government.
Interim President Don Kassing
and interim Vice President of
Student Affairs Veril Phillips
should explain to the students of
San Jose State University why the
Associated Students leadership
and management have demonstrated such an awful record in striving
for student access to meetings and
records.
contrary
to
the
Indeed,

Victory Campus Ministries
"The Source" will take place at 5:30 p.m. in the
Spartan Memorial. Learn about the amazing
destiny God has for your life. For more
information. call Marla at (5110 368-8239.

SJSU Art History Association
A meeting will take place from 2 p.m. to

a large sum of money, which has the potential to do
so much for SJSU, is entrusted to leadership that
a small proportion of the student body has agreed
upon.
The events of the previous year could not have
truly been the will of the 30,000 -plus students at
SJSU.
But it doesn’t matter, because instead of choosing
to vote, those students forfeited their rights to select
their leaders to a select few.
Rather than whine and complain about it, it would
be more prudent to take action.
So stop by any of the booths scattered throughout
campus to vote it can’t be terribly time consuming.
If voting makes some people late for class, it’s
all right. It’s college no one gets graded on attendance. The benefit of being heard outweighs anything else.
If no one takes action, the elections become a
tragic self-fulfilling prophecy coming true.
So get out there and vote. Let’s do our pan to
make sure the student government is truly for the
students, by the students.

California Constitution, the A.S.
executive director not only proclaimed. without a stated reason,
the exemption of the Associated
Students from public record acts,
and has a policy where he. alone,
can determine who can see records
and for what reason.
Phillips has neglected for
months to address the Romero Act
problems that still exist in the A.S.,
and the A.S. adviser had no idea
on April 10. 2004. why Associated
Students failed to provide public
files on the A.S. budget.
Yes. "Sunshine Week" is not
well celebrated at a campus where
interim President Kassing proclaims transparency is the key.
He cannot explain why the stu-

dent government at a university.
cannot support access to information.
Interim President Kassing does
think the Spartan Pride hats are
Important. just not why agendas
for the student association cannot
be well posted.
Maybe if we call it "Spartan
Pride Sunshine Week" and tell
him the football team will benefit
from it.

AMU’S HIPItell
(.;111(111(111’
’t ball

Editor’s note: "Brutally Honest" by Ken Lona, will not appear today. It will return
next week. L.W.
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’Hostage’ manages to
hold audience captive

those
ntial

"Hostage" intrigues, captivates
and excites the audience with its
in our -face. stomach -churning.

III VII

Photo emir-testi of Blue Sky Studios
its celebration time in Robot City for Piper Pinwheeler (Amanda Bynes), Fender (Robin Williams), Rodney
(opperbottom (Ewan McGregor), Lug (Harland Williams), Crank Casey (Drew Carey) and the silent Diesel.

All-star cast can’t repair ’Robots’
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By Jean Blomo
!hilly Staff Writer

,

I .0, sure, belong in the classnot
,1 movie.
tole "RI ’hots" has its en -

RE VII IV
kunine moments. morality is
imetimes shaved down the audi.iac’s throat.
Granted. "Robots" is a "kids’
was ie.- but many films, such as
Shiek." "Finding Nemo" and
Story." ins isihly weave the
.1.11s into the story so that adults
cnioy them lief
-Robots," an animated film,
hints’s a stellar cast: Robin
Williams. Ewan McGregor. Halle
Berry. Mel Brooks. Drew Carey.
\ manila Byrn:. and Greg Kinnear.
Vv, ilIi,inis cokes Fender, a rusty.

run-down robot that helps main
character Rodney Copperbottom
(McGregor), bring down the evil
Ratchet (Kinnear).
Rodney leaves his hometown.
Rivettown. to "follow his dreams"
as his parents annoyingly overemphasize several times throughout
the movie.
Rodney’s first invention, a small
coffee pot that helps his ailing father wash dishes, inspires Rodney
to travel to Robot City to meet
Bigweld (Brooks).
The coffee pot is the typical
cute, funny sidekick that provides
most of the physical comedy without ever saying a single word.
The animation is creative and
effective. The world has young and
old robots
each unique flying
cars. even robot animals and restaurants full of robot food of edible
nuts, bolts and grease.
Unfortunately the plot is pre-

dictable, which could turn off the
interest of older audiences.
Rodney wants to meet his idol,
inventor Bigweld.
But of course, the corporate
monster. Ratchet, whose only interest is financial gain. overran
Bigweld’s company.
Ratchet’s new slogan for the
business is "Why be you. when
YOU can be new?"
By building only upgrades
and no longer replacement parts.
Ratchet and his devilish mother
hope to turn robots like Fender and
Rodney into scrap metal.
Predictably. Rodney uses his
inventive "find a need and fulfill
it" skills to help fellow robots from
the street sweeper that takes dead
robots down to the incinerator.
Despite moments of cliches,
"Robots" is clever enough and is
worth the laughs for audiences of
all ages.

to
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Show raises $54,000 for charity
Funds will benefit single women, at-risk youths

sit)
maloes
are
alas
mot
rtan
tell
ielit

By Angela Forte
Daily Staff Writer

Stripes,

wedged shoes and
models were the trend
I Ici Hems Fashion show at Club
in &mutiny n San Jose on
I thhiv night
Guests lined the row’. (it sshite

UI VII IV
c hairs on both sides of the catwalk
and the surrounding areas while
sipping on cocktails and noshing
delicacies catered by Kuleto’s.
II ( ’hang’s and Paragon.
contemporary jazz hand
p1,1,..c1 throughout the evening.
!eating a mellow ambiance deviating from the more modern and
edgy one most would expect of a
true couture show.
According to the written program. Heinen!s was produced by
Freedom Productions, a multicultural. inner-cit) church serving
the needs of people in the Silicon
Valley and eight other countries.
Iloa ’tong. marketing director
for Freedom Productions, said
he and creative director Eddie
Coollon’s idea for Elements was
derived from their experiences of
working in San Francisco churches
for the past eight years.
’Fong said that in their experiences many events go to causes
such as providing aid to the rwoor
bur not other causes such as helping single mothers and at -risk
youth.
"Tonight. Elements will help
benefit these often overlooked

causes here in the Santa Clara
County," Tong said.
According to the fashion show’s
Web site, a total of S54.000 was
donated by the 32 local sponsors including the America Lung
Association, Citibank. The Wave
Magazine and Umbrella salon.
Tong said that the sponsorships,
ticket sales and other proceeds will
go direct ly to Freedom Publications
and City Team Ministries, a nonprofit organization that has served
the poor, homeless and at -risk inner-city children since 1957.
Tong said that Elements is
Freedom Publications’ first fashion
event and that he was pleased with
the response front local businesses
and organitations.
"Elements took a year to plan.
hut we hope that the next fashion
show will take only eight or nine
months to produce," said Soad
Tabrizi, the producer of Elements.
Two hours after the chairs
opened. the show began with much
anticipation from the guests.
Divided into five scenes.
Elements showcased designs from
Ted Baker of London. Fornarina
of Italy and Joseph S. Domingo of
San Francisco,
Baker’s designs were impressive for those ladies who desire
clean, straight lines and dull colors, hut nothing too eccentric.
Then came Fonarina’s spring
the major
2(105 women’s line
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and quite possibly the only highlight of the show.
Lenny Kravitz’s "American
Woman" played in the background, hut musical director
Donny Rey mild, should have
chosen the original version by The
Guess Who for a less clichØ presentation.
Nonetheless, models in straight legged jeans, sheer green beaters
and denim baby doll dresses con- it
tinued to kick up their heels
seems an entire Lenny Kra% itz
soundtrack.
After Fomarina came the designs of Joseph S. Domingo.
Shades of gold and pink were
the focus for the bathing suits. casual dresses and evening gowns.
Female models pranced around
in diamond chokers, which may
have had a place in fashion hut not
now in 2005.
Overall, Domingo’s line could
be considered elegant and pretty.
but presented itself as a Jessica
McClintock sample sale.
In the last scene, all models.
dressed in their finest, pranced
out onto the runway for a round
of applause from the audience.
Elements presented itself in an
experienced manner for being as
first fashion show.
The models were a hit +hal.
and the designs a hit too con
trived, but overall, the event was
superb.
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hone -shilling.
heart w arming
twists and turns.
The beginning gets straight
to the point. Jeff Talley (Bruce
Wilk) is a Los Angeles Police
Department hostage negotiatiii in
a critical situation. Two hostages
are being held captive in a dirt).
decrepit house and the situation
doesn’t look good.
The beginning of the min ie
is tilled with suspense: There are
snipers on buildings surrounding
the house, helicopters are buzzing
in the sky and the sound of sirens
tills the theater.
The anticipation is nerveracking and as the minutes tick
:ma!, the situation becomes critically sensitive.
Then the muss ie flashes for-

Cinequest movie review:

Film proves easy pill to swallow
By Christine Glarrow
Daily Staff Writer

Cinequest fans searched for
one of few empty seats at the
world premiere of "Side Effects"
Saturday evening. The film entertained some audience members with its simple scenes and
humor without the use of complicated and expensive special
effects.
Karly Hen (Katherine Heigl),
a successful pharmaceutical consultant for a well-off pharmaceutical company, sells various
drugs throughout her career, including money -making Vivexx,
an antidepressant.
A few of the perks Hen experiences while working in this
industry include making large
sums of money, receiving a
company car and being wined
and dined.
Hert realizes, however, just
how deceiving and dangerous
the pharmaceutical industry is,
recommending unsafe drugs
to doctors and then making
huge profits off of them. She
gives herself 1140 days to turn
her selling tactics around and
reveal the truth of drugs to her
clients, surpnsingly raising
her sales.
Hen must decide what’s
more important: working for a
profitable, yet dishonest, company or do what’s right.
The film incorporates additional elements, including a

love story, a struggling relationship with her father, her own
anxieties and her dependency
on her company’s antidepressant drug.
Unfortunately, the film fails to
reveal any resolution with issues
regarding her father and her use
of drugs.
Other than a somewhat predictable plot with a few unanswered questions. the film is
extremely entertaining. It’s refreshing to see a film based on
a relatively unknown aspect of a
profitable industry.
Working as a drug sales representative for 10 years, writerdirector
Kathken
SlatteryMoschkau came up with the idea
for this movie from her experiences with the marketing tactics used by the pharmaceutical

551

I51

industry to push their pills with
physicians. she said.
Though based on real incidences. the script was written "as
a fictional piece of work in order
to reach, entertain and educate
the broadest audience possible."
Slattery-Moschkau said.
"I felt like people needed to
know what goes on behind the
scenes in this industry," SlatteryMoschkau said.
The writer was nervous about
the content, because of "how
deep the financial pockets of the
industry are," she said. "I felt
that they would try to shut down
the story and the film if they discovered it was in the making."
"Although we are an exceptionally low -budget film, we
are tackling a very big issue,"
Slattery-Moschkau said.

20% OFF

Includes:
Haircuts, Haircolor,
Updos, Straightners,
Perms, Color Correction,
Waxing &Facials

All Hair Services!
1st Time Clients Only!
(Valid until March 31st)

Walk -Ins
Welcome!
.
clove Ki pve

119 Paseo de San Antonio
San Jose CA 95112
Between 3rd & 4th Street
Across horn SJSU

oir0 Studio

(408) 998.0433
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plained in clear, concise detail.
The sound effects, music and
visuals only add to the movie’s
appeal.
There are subtle hints of symbolism portrayed in the images
that can he interpreted differently
but most likely refer to religion.
At the end of the first action
sequence in the beginning of the
movie. the camera focuses on
Talky’s cupped hands covered
in blood.
Toward the end, the camera
closes in on Smith’s daughter
(Michelle Horn), whose head is
covered with a towel, making her
appear distinctly reminiscent of
the Virgin Mary.
The last shot in the movie is of
the mountains framed by a bloodied sky.
Although this ma% ie seems like
a mainstream action Hallywixxl
movie with renowned .n.tors such
as Bruce Willis. there is an artistic
quality. ss his h lends torts merit.
The acting is good. the directing is good and if there’s one
movie to see this season, this is
the one

ward a year in the future. Talley
has left Los Angeles for Ventura
County. where he IS the chief of
police. The town is small and
peaceful with little or no crime.
That is. until three teenage boys
take Mr. Smith (Kevin Pollack)
and his two children hostage in a
mountaintop mansion.
Their initial intent was to steal
the Smiths’ Cadillac Escalade, but
the situation escalates when they
knock him out cold.
They become trapped in the
mansion after one of the kidnappers, Mars Ben Foster), activates
the secunty system, securing the
windows and doors behind bars.
There is a little bit of everything in this movie. Action, drama
and humor are just a few of the elements in this movie leading toils
high level of entertainment value.
Similar movies tend to be predictable. hut this movie has so
many twists and turns that it will
lease the audience members on
the edge of their seats.
Parts of the mov le are so unexpected it’s like a slap in the face.
Eservthing that II:1mm, is ex-

By Ashley Johnson
Daily Staff Writer
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SHOW- Break dancers, runway models entertain crowd of more than 1,000
they can also wear them to work
or when they go out." said Goldie
Chan, a designer for Neko clothing line.
Victor Smith, who attended the
previousUrbanology,
was not so interested
in the fashion, but
came for the break
dancing.
"There was such
a good vibe here tonight." Smith said.
"There were lots of
different cultures mixed into one,
and this year it was so well organized."
Baird and Giovanni said they
are graduating from SJSU this
year, and with the success of the
event they hope they can continue
to throc% Urbanology parties.
"I’d line to one day be able to
do free ecents where advertising
pays tim eYery thing.- Baird said.
Giii%anni had no idea if
Urbanology was going to be popular, hut after seeing Friday night’s
turnout, he said he cannot imagine
quitting anytime soon.

by cheering for items that struck
its fancy.
Wearing clothing colored by
lots of hot pinks, turquoises and
pastels. the hell, dy made-up mod -

continued from page 1
stage. brimming with cartoonish
acrobatics and dripping with sweat
and enthusiasm.
"The break dancing was phenomenal," spectator Man
Lora said. "Those
guys are incredible
athletes who obviously have tremendous rhythm and
ability to move their
body in contorted ways. They must
have been gymnasts in a previous
life."
The dancers effortlessly executed eye-blurring spins and
windmills that beguiled a precislim exemplified by their ability to
instantly halt all movement, stall,
and hold all of their body weight
above only a single hand or elbow,
As big -haired models made their
way onto the runway’. parading the
contributing designers spring lines
in sync with the thumping bass
and heat that continued to dove
the show, the crowd participated

"The break dancing was phenomenal."

Lorry Thomas / Daily Staff
Alyssa Johnson, a first time model, gets her hair done by Alexis Augustine, a Bay Area makeup artist, for the
Urbanology Ill fashion show.

BASKETBALL - City of
continued from page 1
gets possession after each jump
ball.
In this case, it was the Wizards’
turn to get the hall.
After the game, Seri() explained why he turned the hall
over to the Wizards.
"We’re all good sports out
here." Serio said. "His parents
came up to me after the game and
told me what that meant to them
and that was really special."
Mike Doung. a itinior majoring in sociology. was impressed
by Serio’s gesture of sportsmanship.

els sometimes looked more like
Easter eggs than having been professionally dressed, hut each of the
nine designers had a moment when
everything came together.
Ruffled skirts accompanied by leg
warmers and hoots were common
trends among the designers, though
each had his or her in it flare.
One highlight of the show
was skins made from tied -together handkeic Ii let c designed by
Oribella. said Shaine Mists and
Raquel Sallt.’lle/. fashion coordinators for the es eni.
"The clothes are for women
hanging out around the city. hut

Jose hosts 22nd annual national wheelchair basketball championship at Spartan Complex

"That cc as a classy act."
Dining said. Doting works for the
City of San Jose and vo lunteered
at the ecent.
Sato said he has been playing
basketball for four years.
"I wanted to he competitive,"
he said.
Seri() said he has been in
a wheelchair since he was II
months old. He said a tumor de%eloped on his lower spine. dam111.12% es.
aging I11/111
After the game. an awards
ceremony 5% as held to announce
the All-American teams as well
as the tournament most valuable placer Vice Mayor Cindy
Chavez v.., helping distribute

awards and congratulate the
players.
Serio
was
awarded
Tournament MVP as well.
Additionally, at the tournament
banquet Saturday, Serio received
the Sports and Spokes Player of
the Year. The award is accompanied by a scholarship, which
he will use at the University of
Illinois next year.
Serio said that his team has
been to the National Junior
Championship Tournament for
the last three years. but this year
is the first time the team won.
"It feels great, we’ve done
a lot of hard work and training
in the last month," Serio said.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

*,

Matt Loera,
spectator
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The A.S. Election Board
Presents
Three Events for the Students
of San Jose State University

Candidate Forum
Monday, March 14
12:00-1:00 p.m.
Student Union Amphitheater
COME AND LISTEN TO THE CANDIDATES’
POSITIONS ON IMPORTANT ISSUES!

here’s never been an Last
Coast champion before us, so it
feels really good."
Nancy Megginson. a kinesiology professor and a board memher with Far West Wheelchair
Sports_ which is a regional
association,
participated
in
submitting the hid to host a
National Wheelchair Basketball
Assoc iat ion tournament.
The bid was initiated by the
City of San Jose and submitted
four years ago. Megginson said.
adding that the city asked her it
SJSI’ would be able to provide
a facility for a tournament if the
hid NN as accepted.
"It was a long time coming."

Megginson said ’I here c5.1. a It
of preparation put inn, this
In (niter 111 gather the manpower necessary icc put on such
an event. Meili2anson looked 111
her students or help.
Stellenson and other SJSU
student olunteers put in many
% olunteer hours to help with the
ent. She said she %k as on the
committee with Far West to help
plan the es cm.
"It as hectic mrking on the
committee.- she said. ;Riding that
she v.as in charge ot 1)1(0.1,1111g
food tor about 5011 people.
"It YY as really awesome meet
mg es cry1/11e.- Ste it eiu soil ,11d.
"L% cry play et hete is in the same

Jose residents choose Mexico ncnnes
AZTEC
San
continued from page 1

ceremony. "You plant a seed so
It can gam roots in die grmind.
grim ,traielit and
llo its lit
.1 suml:u sense x hen people lake
theu name.. they die gaining those

lasted lin four hours, during
which the dances and the music
never stopped. More than 2(1 1.1,111
Jose
rest
dents,
from
six
months
to 54 y ears
old, receiced
midi
their
tional Mexica
names.
"In the ancient ways if
thinking, you
relate man as
a seed you
need to plant."
said Maestro
Ocelocoatl Ramirez, who came
from Mexico City tic conduct the

Meet the Candidates
Wednesday, March 16
12:00-1:30 pm
Art Quad (SNACKS PROVIDED!)
COME MEET THE CANDIDATES YOURSELF AND
DETERMINE WHO YOU WILL VOTE FOR!

6.

chose that name and, he said.
be, .1111V .1 dif ferent person.
"Ifs es1611Thing that con ties non tin my self personally. I
cc us htii.iIk INC tic appreciate
w here my great
grandmas
and
great grandpas
nne
from."
Lopez said. "By
stepping
back
and
thinking,
yi ni
become
lllll c appreciative of the air
you breathe, the
water you drink
and the food you
eat."
I ii ty- fouryear-old physic ian Peter Arellano received his
name. Wise Messenger, during
the Saturday ceremony. Before
that, he had 111 take an intense
three and a half hour naming
class %% lib maestro Ocelocoall,
where he learned the details of
the names’ derivation based on
the date of birth, the 111111: and
the year.
"Maestro gave us six names,
all of which had something to
say about us." Arellano said.
"[he name I’ve chosen connects well with my profession
and my respect for nature."
The next big indigenous
event. Minher’s Day Powwow
will be taking place at Stanford
l’inversity May fi through K.

"The name I’ve chosen connects well
with my profession and Illy respect
for nature."
Peter Arellano,
(Wise Messenger)
physician
roots and learniny hum to grin%
straight, sum the
1,1,1. 111/312
02 strength to thenisel%es and those
;mann! thettl
Ramirez said that as people get
older. they %% am to find their true
identities.
"Getting i1 11/1111e shlitildn’t he
taken lightly first. is a personal
commitment to yourself, then a
commitment to the ciimmunity
and then to the society in general."
Ramirez said.
Alberto Lopez. who came to
the ceremony %% Oh hits h -year -old
SOIL Fet1:14:11 Ills indigenous name,
translated inti, Flighch is f’igh;
tattooed with Ithc ccci, iii 2ool, cit
the age ill 14, I la% mg to deal c. ulIc
heart surgery and matters of life ;Ind
death 111) a daily basis at 31,10-k. he

CHINATOWN
Fast Food
Combination Plates:
ItmnIcir S.c,,
11ern 1,0
1.1,8,1
1401312839114F

I;

Candidate Debate
Tuesday, March 15
12:00-2:00 p.m.
Umunhum Room, Student Union
COME AND ASK YOUR QUESTIONS!

boat, so it’s nice tor them to be
able to he just like everyone
else."
Becerly Amunchie. a senior
majoring in kinesiology, said
there were volunteers from the
o".upational therapy program at
SJSI; at the tournament as well.
Aintimine said that Megginson
required each oh her students to
volunteer for two hours at the
tournament. Amunchie is III R1.0
ot Megginson’s classes. sic she
solunteered tor four hours at the
tomnament.
"It’s been fun. It’s been re ally interesting, very hands on,"
0111 its IC ’,dol. "les heen more Of
a learning experience for me."
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9:41 a.m. THREATEN CRIME
W/ INTENT TO TERRORIZE
Location: Park and Ride Lot
Summary:
Subject
Jackson.
Travonne Anthony (S) DOB 10/02/
84 was arrested and booked into
county jail for allegedly making terrorist threats and battery.
11:20 a.m. MISUSE OF DISABLED PLACARD
Location: Seventh Street garage
Summary:
Subject
Baucus.
Robert J. (NS) DOB 07/09/82 was
cited and released for alleged misuse of a disabled person parking
placard.
12:27 p.m. POSSESSION OF
MARIJUANA
Location: Fourth Street
Summary:
Subject
Keysor.
Donald Grant (NS) DOB 03/15/50
was cited and released for allegedly
possessing of marijuana.
5:44 p.m. ANY DRUNKENNESS VIOLATION
’
Location: Library North Gate
Summary: Subject Wilke. Ricky
(NS) DOB 01/20/83 was arrested for
allegedly being drunk in public.
TUESDAY’
2:09 a.m. UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCE
Location: Other
Summary: Mclauglin. Earl DOB
09/15/59 was arrested for allegedly
being under the influence of a controlled substance.
10:33 a.m. THEFT

Location: Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken for
theft (if food.

Rebellos Towing

Location: Fourth Street garage
Summary: A report was taken for
an auto burglary in the Fourth Street
garage.

THURSDAY
12:30 a.m. OUTSTANDING
MISD WARRANT
Location: Sixth and San Salvador

WEDNESDAY
1:17
a.m.
OUTSTANDING
FELONY WARRANT
Location: 12th and Santa Clara
streets
Summary: Amaya. Benjamin
09/05/68 was arrested for an alleged
outstanding felony warrant.

SPARTAN DAILY

streets

Summary: Flores. Ryan 04/05/76
was arrested for an alleged outstanding warrant and resisting arrest.

I I 02 a.m. ACCIDENT WITH
NO INJURY
Location: Park and Ride Lot
Summary: A report was taken for
a noninjury accident that occurred at
Park and Ride.

3:17 p.m. ACCIDENT NO
INJURY
Location: Seventh Street garage
Summary: A report was taken for
noninjury automobile accident.

7:21 p.m. BICYCLES
Location: Library North Gate
Summary: A report was taken for
a bicycle stolen from the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Joint Library.
11:22 p.m. SUSPENDED/REVOKED LICENSE
Location: 10th and Margaret
streets

Summary: Garcia. Kristie 11/
10/73 was cited and released for
allegedly driving with a suspended
license. Vehicle was towed hy

2:38 a.m. HIT AND RUN
Location: Administration building parking lot
Summary: Ashaolu. Peter DOB
04/14/82 was arrested for alleged hit
and run property damage and driving while under the influence.
5:03 a.m. DRIVING UNDER
THE INFLUENCE
Location: Art building parking lot
Summary Carrera. Ivan DOB 06,’
19/811 was arrested for driving while
under the influence. Vehicle 4XCH118
was towed by Rebellos Tow.

3:24 p.m. VANDALISM
Location: Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken for
graffiti vandalism.
5:50 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken for
theft of maga/Ines.

VIOLATIONS
Location: Fourth and Reed
streets
Summary: Kieu. Son DOB 06/04/
83 was arrested for allegedly being
drunk in public.

4:03 p.m. FORGERY OR
COUNTERFEIT
Location: Market Cafe
Summary: A report was taken for
a counterfeit bill.
5:23 p.m. BATTERY
Location: Washburn Hall
Summary: A report was taken for
battery that occurred on campus.
8:23 a.m. TAMPERING WITH
FIRE EQUIPMENT
Location: Duncan Hall
Summary: A report was taken for
tampering with fire equipment.

12:36 p.m. TRAFFIC SIGN NO
RIGHT TURN
Location: Aquatic Center parking lot
Summary: A report was taken for
the ITIISMSC of a handicap placard.

12:31
p.m.
UNLICENSED
DRIVER
Location: Student Union
Summary: Duran, Jose DOB 03/
IS 54 was cited for allegedly dro. ing without a valid license. Vehicle
47lA’597 was towed by AA Tow
Company.

p.m.
3:52
OUTSTANDING
MISD WARRANT
Locurirn
Sesenth
and San
Salvador streets
Summary: Rodrigue/. Jesus DOB
04103/85 was cited and released on
an alleged outstanding warrant.

8:22 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken for
theft of CDs from the library.

6:15
p.m.
UNDER
THE
IN FLI. ENCE OF A CONTROLLED
Sl’BSTANCE
Location.
Tenth
and
San
Fernando streets
Summar),

FRIDAY

10i58 a.m. BURGLARY

1.33 a

ANY DRUNKENNESS

m

Wilkie, Robert IXM3

12 19 53 ss as arrested for allegedly
being under the influence of a controlled suhstance

EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION/RECREATION
CHILDCARE
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Atterschool
Elam Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs PIT. ME 2-6 15pm
Pay Range $7 83-S11 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245
SPANISH TEACHER-Small
Private School in Santa Clara
12 30-3 00 Mon Fri All levels
K-12 S20/hr (3 hrs/day) Fax
resume to 408 247-0996
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant Toddler & Preschool
Teachers A Aides Substitute
positions some with flexible
schedules, are also available ECE units are required
for teacher positions but
not req for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
Cathy for an 411YrvieW c 2441968 x i 6 or tax res 5, 248-7433

SWIM TEACHERSYear
round program indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shifts
available Email resume to
sdavisaVavac us

DAYCARE TEACHERS: K-81 1-i
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare.
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
Activities Lessons Learning for girl
participants Work with other community orgs Set up & deliver programs at assigned locations 5-10
hrsAvk $10 00/hr HS diploma
or cam w/some experience
Understand girl/gender issues
First Aid/CPR Cert have
or can obtain) Basic math
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
company vehicles Bilingual is
a plus Avail Immediately Send
cover letter & res to HR, Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara Co .
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose
CA 95128 FAx 408 287-8025
Email hoa2galscoutsotscc org
No phone calls, please AA£OE
SS.00/HOUR
Register FREE
for lobs near
Campus or Home
student -sitters com

EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL
LOS GATOS SWIM AND
RACQUET CLUB is currently
accepting applications for positions in the following departments Front Desk. Fitness
Staff, Summer Camp Leaders.
Childcare & Age -Group Swim
Coaches Applicants are to be
outgoing able to multi -task
Good customer service is a
plus PT AM/PM shifts available More info call (408)
356-2136 or fax res to (408)
358-2593

MERCHANDISERS: Berkeley
Farms Inc . is Growing! We are
hiring PT Merchandisers for
the San Jose 8 Mountain View
area Merchandising 8 retail
experience desired but will
train Will stock dairy products
on shelves Please email res
to BFHF1,1bdeanfoods com

STUDENT UNION, INC. JOBS
Positions are available in the
following areas
-BOWLING CENTER -Desk
Person (Student Assistant or
Work Study) Ts 8 30am to
12 30pm 8 Thurs 830am to
1 40pm
-EVENT SERVICES -Building
Supervisor 1 positron (Student
Assistant or Work Study) 6-10
hrshvk (See shift schedule
www union sisu edul
-INFORMATION SERVICES
CENTER -(Work Study Only).
Information Assistant Mon
1-3pm. Tues 10-1pm & Thurs
10-I pm
Applications are available in
the Student Union Admin Office
3rd floor across from the A S
Computer Services Center or
online 18 vAvw union sjsu edu

NEED A GOOD PAYING JOB?
Fit around your class schedule’
Aerotel Wireless Store-Milpitas
has retail/sales positons FT/PT
Students, earn wages plus
commission! Call 408-263-6999
FILE CLERK
$10 00/hour
2 Positions Available
M-F 9-1 pm
M-F 1-5 pm
Contact 408-293-3336

ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS
EARN INCOME a GAIN EXPERIENCE
-PART-TIME OPENINGS
-HIGH-STARTING PAY
-FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
-Customer sales/service
-All majors may apply
-Internships possible
-Scholarships awarded annually
-Some conditions apply
-No experience necessary
’Training provided

Tarnisna(4408-243.7861

[Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts they
should require complete nfor
mullion before sending money
for goods is services In addition readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coo
puns for discount vacations
or merchandise

03/11/05

I

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students,
Earn $250 Every Weekend’
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876

SPRING STUDENT WORK!
$1450 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suits All Maiors
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork com

Clearly Print Your Ad Here

EORSALE

SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
you purchase any new or
used HIFI Electronics check
with us for great deals on
STUDIO a NIGHTCLUB now hiring
name brand gear We carry
Barbacks Cashiers S Promotions
over
100 brands of quality
408-279-4444 8 So First St
products including tube & solid
state. loudspeakers DJ sound
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS?
& classic used equipment
Earn $15-$125 8 more/survey Sounds Unique buys sells
www money) or surveys corn
trades. consigns & services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeakers for new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students 8
LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU
faculty Check our website
Lge 28/1 5Ba on 9th $1095/mo raw* soundsunique corn or call
Newly remodeled 408 309 9554 408-28:’-1002
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others. $1195 00/mo
408-947-0803
DOWNTOWN! Across St from
MLK Library/SJSU 2MBR 2BA
1622 sql $1950 408 295-0449

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates
CAMP COUNSELORS needed
for weekend residential camping program for children &
adults with disabilities It you
are interested in a challenging
& rewarding experience call

MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Apts at
Tully 8 Mclaughin
Rents start from $865
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking MID
Close to Library. Shopping
HY101,280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS?
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic individuals to work at nearby malls
private events & country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of tun 8 earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CLUBiGREEK/ORG
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group s time
PLUS our tree (yes beet
fundraising solutions EQUALS
$1000-52000 in earnings
for your group Call TODAY
for MO bonus when you
schedule your non -sales fundraiser with CampusFundramer
Contact CatnpusFundraiser
(8881 923-3238 or visit
www campustundraiser corn
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3:24 a.m. DRUNK DRIVING
UNDER THE INFLUENCE
Location: Second and Reed
streets

Summary Tran. Thao DOB 07/
16/79 scar. arrested for allegedly
driving while under the influence.
Vehicle 566D510 was towed by
D&M Towing.
11:46 p.m. OUTSTANDING
M1SD WARRANT
Location. Second and Santa
Clara streets
Summary: Lemons. Emery DOB
08,01179 war. arrested for an alleged
outstanding misdemeanor warrant.
SUNDAY
1214 am. BATTERY
Location: Spartan Village parking lot
Summary A report was taken for
flattery

SERVICES

EGG DONORS $6700+
Seeking all ethrecitleS
Responsible heathy applicants
needed Contact 408-528-9208
or info4wcfecl corn
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Cali BIRTHRIGHT 408-24r 8444
800 550 4900 Fren-Conridential

Classified Advertising Rocks!
Clashed Advertising Works!
Spartan Daily DE0-1 209

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
569 00-year
r d nto
1-800.655-3225 or
www studentdental corn or
AAA anidenwestdental corn

I
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Ad rates: 3-line minimum

1:23 a.m. POSSESSION OF A
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Location: 11th and San Salvador
streets
Summary: Nevaret. Javier DOB
05/0116 was arrested for alleged
possession of a controlled substance
and driving while under the influence. Vehicle 4F1)L528 was towed
by Rebellos

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA A Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace
831-252-1108 or
corn or visit
Evagrace
www
r,otesedding corn

63
65
nri
408’92432"

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.
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12:47 a.m. POSSESSION OF A
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Location: Fourth and William
streets
Summary: Figueroa. Victor DOB
10/03/60 was arrested for alleged
possession of a controlled substance.

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

RENTAL HOUSING

CALL 615-1500 9am 5pm
WWW workforstudents com/ssu

INSIDE CLASSIFIED SALES
Silicon Valley Community
Newspapers located off the
Alameda near downtown San
Jose, is the publisher of eight
well established A award winning weeklies We have an
immediate opening for a FT
inside sales rep-classified ads
Interested candidates should
have 1-2 years direct sales
experience Possess a posrtive
attitude & be self motivated We
offer a fun, noncorporate work
environment wia competitive
benefit package Email res to
kfitzgerald4sycn corn or fax
408-200-1010 all Kate

OFFICEPWAREHOUSE ASST.
Small office, good phone skills
Reservations Light Computer
Flex Mrs 408-292-7876

SATURDAY

PHN:
FAX:

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper
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Check a classification

N
Address

Lost

Oty a State
Phone
Send check or

_ ZIP

_

money order to (Sorry, no Ma cards) to:
Spartan Daily aasoMolla, Ian ina Nate Uninna
San 3aiie, California 1111112-0141
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, RM 209
Deadline. 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid
No refunds on cancelled checks.
Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
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Spartans knocked out of WAC tournament by Rice
By Lauren Bosch
Daily Staff Writer

RENO, Nev. The noticeable absence
of guard Lamisha Augustine and early foul
woes for several players brought an end to
the San Jose State University women’s
basketball team’s Cinderella season.
The 76-68 loss to the Rice University in
the semifinal round of the Western Athletic

OWLS 76,
SPARTANS 68
Conference on Friday ended all hopes for
the Spartans.
"It was a tough one today," said SJSU
head coach Janice Richard. "I thought we
played as hard as we could play. I have
a really outstanding group. This group
wouldn’t quit, they wouldn’t die. They
fought back and they kept fighting. The
clock was against us. If there was more
time on the clock they would have kept
fighting."
A close first half, SJSU was down by
one and appeared to be a team that just
might overpower the No. 2 seeded Rice.
However, shots didn’t fall the Spartans’
way during the second half, as Augustine
was 1 -of-10 from the field and was held
to just six points. Star forward Amber
Jackson was held to eight

MONDAY

Shantituler Dalai / Daily Stall
San Jose State University guard Erica McGlaston steals the ball from Rice University
guard Krystal Frazier, No. 23, in the second half of their Western Athletic Conference
tournament semifinal round game Friday. SJSU lost the game 76-68 and was knocked
out of the WAC tournament.
"It was just "tic tl those nights."
Augustine said. " Mies tell short and like
coach said, ii we cold. is (’d do it all user
again. It’s just sad that is o ser

TUESDAY

14

Key to the loss was the Spartans’ inability to make the easy baskets. The struggle
found nearly every starter. as Rice was
able to shut down the core of the Spartan

WEDNESDAY

15

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

17

16

Softball
vs. University of Northern
Iowa, 1 p.m. at
SJSU Field

offense.
"We lost by eight points and I can count
without looking and know we missed at
least use shots that we blew and it was
an unfortunate thing," said Richard. "I
know if those ladies could do it again they
would probably knock those shots down,
it’s just one of those things that happened
tonight."
The lack of shots from Augustine and
Jackson forced guard Jessica Kellogg and
bench player guard Lindsay Harris to step
up and carry the team.
Throughout the second half. Kellogg
offered the Spartans glimmers of hope. as
she managed to hit five of her 10 attempts
from the 3 -point line. Her team -high 19
points was the driving force.
"Jessica was able to get off a lot more
Ishots) than I thought she would have,"
Richard said. "She went 50 percent from
the 3 -point range and she shot the hall very
well."
Harris was able to draw the foul several
times, and went 15 -of- I 6 from the line, tying a school record for most free throws
made in a single game.
"Lindsay did a great job at the freethrow line," Richard said. "She attacked
that basket, hut we just needed more
weapons."
Despite the Spartans ability to remain
close during most of the contest, an 8-0
run at the 10 -minute mark of the second
half sent the Spartans into a doottisaut
spiral. Only able to make up sidle‘ baskets,

SATURDAY

Baseball
vs Rice, 7 p.m at
Municipal Stadium

Daily Senior Staff Writer

During the weekend. the San
Jose State University baseball
team crushed Iona College in three
games by a combined score of
40-5, capping off the homestand
Sunday with an 11-0 blanking of
the Gaels to boost their overall record to 10-7- I .
Saturday night, SJSU hosted
Brown University as part of a day night doubleheader and once again
came out on top with a 5-3 decision against the Bears to earn their
ninth win of the season.
Earlier that day, the Spartans heat
the Gaels 13-4 at Blethen Field.
To start the series, SJSU burned
up the scoreboard with a 16-1
rout of Iona on Friday night at
Municipal Stadium.
SJSU head coach Sam Piraro
said the team was able to achieve
six consecutive wins by playing
smart without losing any leverage.
"We maintained our businesslike approached," Piraro said. "We
felt if we didn’t heat ourselves
didn’t walk, make errors or do
funky things - then we would be
successful."
Spartan left-handed pitcher
Brad Kilby registered his third win
of the season Sunday after seven
innings of work, posting three
strikeouts and no runs while allowing just three hits.
Spartan
shortstop Anthony
Contreras. first baseman Brandon
Fromm and center fielder Travis
Becktel posted two hits each during Sunday’s match.
Becktel said there were a few
ups and downs offensively, but the
team stayed relatively consistent
throughout the week.
"I thought we had a great approach out there, as a lot of guys
came to play," Becktel said.
In the second game of
Saturday’s doubleheader against
Brown, SJSU starting pitcher
Branden Dewing authored his second win after manning the mound
for nearly nine full innings before
right-handed pitcher Steve Jones
stepped in to pitch Iwo-thirds of
the final frame for the save.

Baseball
vs. Rice, 1 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium

19

Baseball
vs Rice, 1 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium

20

Softball
Spartan Classic

Gymnastics
vs. Stanford, Cal, 7 p.m.
at Spartan Gym

Baseball team sweeps four this weekend
Dewing said it s as nice ii cant
his second win after going 1.9 last
season.
’It was a big monkey oft my
hack, that’s for sure.- I >ming said.
Saturday
afternoon,
during
game two ol the Iona sei ies, three
SJSU pitchers worked the hill. W. ith
Matt Wink earning his lust is in of
the season after pis mg up Jiist one
run and two hits in three innings.
Tony Polta started ti the Spartans
while Wes Porter cli ised.
In the bottom of the sixth,
leadoff batter and designated hitter Jared Birrenkott ended SJSI.I’s
home run drought by blasting the
first pitch over the ,cinei held wall
to provide the Spartans v. fill a one run lead.
The Spartans isould rally. behind Hirrenki ’s homer with 12
runs posted in their final three at hats to solidify the 13,4 s ictory.
On Friday night. the Spartan
offense and defense clicked into
high gear to deliver a 16-I rout
of the Gaels to open the series at
Municipal Stadium.

18

SUNDAY

Softball
Spartan Classic

Baseball
vs. USF, 7 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium

By Amber Sheldon

the Spartans were never able to regain any
control frimi the 15 -point delicit and were
forced to match the Owls shot -for-shot, a
challenge they were unable to meet.
"It was a little hit too late. I don’t know
what happened (during) the first half."
Kelliigg said. "There was a little hit of
frustration but it started to die down when
there was about three minutes left in the
game."
Rice center Lauren Neaves proved to
be a challenge for SJSU yet again, as she
managed her 10th double -double of the
season, leading her team with IS points
and 13 rebounds.
The loss marks what will most likely
he the end to the Spartans’ season, unless
they are granted a pass into the NCAA
Tournament. The Nrr lOurnament passed
the Spartans up on Sunday.
The Spartans finished the best season
any Spartan women’s basketball team has
seen in 25 years, with a record of 18-12.
Picked to finish ninth it the WA(’ during
preseason polls. the Spartans worked to
prose they were better than expected.
-What ;in outstanding season we’ve
had.- Richard said. "( A recoil oft 18-12.
with it group iit ming ladies that Were
picked to Mush ninth in the conference, I
think it’s been our goal all )ear to prove
those per pie is rong. I think that they’ve
shine that. they ’e believed in each other.
they belie% ed in my stall and thev made a
commitment and I’m very rm mil to sri 1
coached this team "

t’ke r

I rig

SJSU rookie right-hander
Brandon Hennessey earned his
third win i if the season, allowing
two hits in seven innings.
"It ssas my first Friday night
start so hopefully there’ll he
more,- Hennessey said. "I threw
OK, hut I’ll take a win on a day I
didn’t have my hest stuff."
SJSI’ will be hack in action
against the University 4)1 San
Francisco at 7 p.m. Tuesday at
Municipal Stadium, as they try
to avenge a 3-12 loss to the Dons
earlier this season.
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